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Have you ever thought â€˜what makes Microsoft so popularâ€™? With every soon to be released version
people are eager to know what it bags this time. â€˜Salesâ€™ is not a concern for the brand, and the 
vendor knows it well, rather it focuses on usability and the corresponding simplicity to achieve that.
In the journey of Windows operating system you would be fascinated with the kind of repair and
maintenance tools that it shipped. These are so simple that can be easily used by a layman who
even doesnâ€™t know to define computer. User-interface of the Performance Information and Tools, the
Windows Experience Index, and ReadyBoost , Action Center,  Windows Restore Utility, etc. is
enough to exemplify the fact. Most of the tools are available with the Windows Control Panel.
Performance tool will help you to adjust visual effects, indexing options, power settings, customize
startup and remove unwanted programs to optimize your machine.

Disk Cleanup and Disk Defragmenter are to complement the tool. You can delete unnecessary or
temporary files from your hard disk and sync fragmented files to create extra room for demanding
applications. Microsoft Fix It is a great way to fix computer problems especially those with Microsoft
products. It covers all problem areas related to programs & files, games, music or sounds,
pictures or video, Internet or networks, software installation, update and upgrade, print, fax, scan,
share performance, etc.

For accessibility, need to create an account with the Microsoft Fix it Center, which is an online portal
that percolates important system troubleshooter for your PC as per requirement. The tool is easy to
install and run. Fix It Center scans your device to diagnose and repair problems, and then gives you
the option to "Find and fix" or to "Find and reportâ€•. Windows built-in System Maintenance
troubleshooter available with Control Panel can also put an end to performance related issues.

Microsoft Support also houses relevant knowledgebase and video tutorials that is segregated into
tabs such as Windows, Microsoft Office, Internet Explorer, Windows Media Player, Windows Live,
Windows Phone, Security Essentials, Xbox and Games and more, each of those are again
categorized into versions and modules of support. The portal exclusively describes the usage of
advanced system tools, such as Event Viewer, Disk Defragmenter, and System Information, those
system administrators and IT professionals often use to solve problems. Unravel the Windows
Experience Index report and see how the computer's hardware and software are playing the role. A
higher base score generally means that your computer will perform better and faster than a
computer with a lower base score.

Microsoft Help services have been extended through Microsoft Certified Partner Network.
Businesses and enterprises those having desired infrastructure and expertise are allowed to run
remote support base. Their service is not constrained by geographical boundaries or computer
make and model or the warranty period. They have ventured into the business or server support as
well thereby empowering businesses to slash down the IT maintenance budget and stay productive
round-the-clock with no downtime.
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The author is a technician at Techvedic Technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a titleMicrosoft
Support Microsoft Support to clients. Online computer repair,a titleMicrosoft Fix It Microsoft Fix
It,computer technical support,a titleMicrosoft Help Microsoft Help are few services offered at this
one platform along with many others.
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